
FEATURES

All quality metal construction

Lightweight ABS resin casing
24cm 934" carnage

Standard British keyboard

84 character keyboard

88 character keyboard

Automatic ribbon reverse

Two colour ribbon

Stencil position

Selection of 3 line spacings

Type-bar release key
Card holder

Carnage lock
Back space key

Half spacing

Paper scales
Pre-set tabulation

Paper support
Touch control

Erasure table

Type bar return spring
Repeat space bar
Carry cover

RED FOX

(SR10)

BLUE FOX

(SR12)

GREY FOX

(SR22)
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s tolder desenbes che features

-veral Portable models in three

estvles. While not all models

ethe teatures described here.

baste operating controls are

ical.

ERATING INSTRUCTIONS

How to insert paper: Place the paper

int the paper table "A" behind the

ider the es Hold the

roccurely against the evlinder with
bal Turning either of the

idet allows vou to

we the paper or adjust spacing

calls

Line Spacing Selector: I tine

mys are provided ‘fo permit mserdon

between Imes. set the ine

© selector atthe

the by setony the lever on

cd dot wy hen prepaniny to replace the

cover for carrying.

Line Space Lever: Moving the line

clever frosn left to right returns the

and advances the paper tothe next

Spacing,

Paper Support: J he bide-away

crsupport holds che paper up and in
view

Touch Selector: I he touch key as

ly adjusted by setting the touch
etoron the 1" for light touch or 7H”

heavy touch or any postion beowcen
rand heavy.

Margin Release Key and Anti-Jam

y: Depressing the maryin release key

Lallow you to type beyond the margin

ing. It tree type bars that may
Lae phase enone  

HOW TO CHANGE THE RIBBON

 
 

  

Remove the top cover, and wind the used

ribbon on one spool and remave the

nibbon from the ribbon carrier
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Remove the spools and detach the end of

the used ribbon from the empty spool.
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7 Card Holder:

By placing a pencil or
ball-point pen in the
hole of the card holder

and moving he carriage

horizontally or rotating the
cylinder, horizontal or vertical
lines can be drawn on the paper.

8 Shift Key and Shift Lock Key:

Capital letters and upper case characters

may be typed when one of the shift keys is

depressed, Depressing the shift lock key
permits conunued typing of capital letters
and upper case characters. “Uhe lock can be

discnyaged by touching either shift key.
9 Margin Stops, Left-Right: The

inargin stops will be used to set the left

margin apd the right margin on the paper.

Depress the margin stup and shde it to the
desired position for equal margins.

10 Carriage Release Lever: Move the

carnage release lever forward to move the

carriage freely to the left or right.
it Paper Release Lever: When using

several sheets of paper and carbgn, move

the lever towards the rear. Aligifthe paper

edges. Return the lever to the forward

Place the new ribbon speol in position,

black portion upward. Attachend ofnew

ribbon to the empty spool and reposition.

Insert the nbbon in carricr

12 Space Bar:

Gently touching the

spacc bar provides fast
word spacing. Machines

equipped with fast-forward
spacer have “Half Space” capability.

Half-space is achieved by typing with
the space bar held depressed.

3 Top Cover: To remove the top cover,
lift both edges nearest to the cylinder.

4; Back Space Key: Depressing this key
will move the carriage back ward one space.

Fast Forward Spacer: Depressing of the

fast-forward spacer provides automatically

Tabulator:

S€ your portable is

equipped witha tabulator
you will find that the tabulator

is pre-set to stop at every 10th

space. Hold the TAB-kcy down while

_the carriage moves to the next stop.
Two Colour Ribbon and Stencil

Control: Move the colour change lever to

the red mark for typing im red, to the black

for typing in black and to the « - » mark

Place the ribbon in the ribbon guide forks

Position the eyelet ofthe ribbon “F”

between the fork and the spool. Install the

top cover.

  
 


